A universal algebra is simple if and only if it has more than one element and there are no proper homomorphisms defined upon it. In this note we study a related notion : an algebra is pseudo-simple if and only if it has more than one element and is isomorphic to all its proper (i.e., non-one-element) homomorphic images. The two concepts simplicity and pseudo-simplicity are examples of concepts of irreducibility in universal algebra. Several of these notions of irreducibility may be equivalently expressed in terms of the lattice of congruence relations of the given algebra. Thus an algebra is simple if and only if the corresponding lattice is a chain of length two ; subdirectly irreducible if the lattice has a smallest nonzero element; and weakly sub-directly irreducible if the non-identity congruences themselves form a lattice. It is natural to inquire about a similar equivalent expression for the notion of pseudo-simplicity.1
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In this note we characterize those lattices which can be the lattice of all congruence relations of a pseudo-simple algebra. We show that each of these lattices can also be the lattice of congruence relations on a non-pseudo-simple algebra. Thus there is no formulation of the notion of pseudosimplicity solely in terms of the congruence lattice.
Where not otherwise stated, we shall use the notation of Birkhoff's book [2].
Lemma. 7/^4 is pseudo-simple, then the lattice £(A) of all congruence relations on A has a smallest nonzero element.
Remark. As just mentioned, the conclusion means that A is subdirectly irreducible, although we shall not use this term.
Proof. Let a and b he distinct elements of A. By Zorn's lemma there is a maximal congruence 0 on A such that it is not the case that a = b(8). The algebra A/6 has more than one element, since a/O^b/0. Hence A is isomorphic to A/6. If R is an arbitrary congruence of A/0, then a/0 = b/0(R). Hence the infimum of all non-identity congruences on A/6 is a non-identity congruence which is, clearly, the smallest non-identity congruence of £(A/0). The lemma follows since A is isomorphic to A/0.
[August Theorem 1. If A is a pseudo-simple algebra, then £(A) is a wellordered chain. If the order type a of this chain is greater than 1, then a has the form wß+lfor some ordinal ß.
Proof. Assume that A is not simple. 1. Order. Suppose 0 and 0' are incomparable congruence relations on A. In particular this implies thatA/(d(~\Q') has more than one element and hence is isomorphic to A. But 0 and $' induce non-identity congruence relations R and R' on A/(dr\d') such that RC\R' is the identity congruence on A/(B(~\d'). This contradicts the lemma.
2. Well-order (descending chain condition). If 0m, for positive integers m, is a strictly descending chain of congruences on A, then the infimum A0m = 0* is a congruence such that A is isomorphic to A /6* while the latter is non-pseudo-simple by the lemma ; this contradiction shows that there can be no such infinite descending chain.
3. Conclusion. Choose an ordinal 7 and a function 0 such that {0£:£^7}
is the set of all congruences on A and 0£<0" whenever <V=y-Suppose £<7. Then A is isomorphic to ^4/0{, and it follows that £+7 = 7. This being true for every £<7, 7 is a 7-number, so that 7 = 0)" for some ordinal ß.2 The order type of £(A) is 7 + l=o/ + l.
Theorem 1 gives a necessary condition for the pseudo-simplicity of an algebra A. Naturally one is inclined to ask whether there can exist a pseudo-simple algebra A with £(^4) of order type co" + l no matter what ß is. The answer is yes, and is essentially known.
Theorem 2 (Grätzer-Schmidt). For each ordinal ß there is a pseudo-simple lattice A such that £(A) forms a well-ordered chain of order type w^ + l.
For the construction, see [3, proof of Theorem 1, Case of chains]; they do not say that £(A) for their lattice A is pseudo-simple when £(A) has the required form, but this is easily seen.
The major contribution of this note is the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For each ordinal ß>0 there is a non-pseudo-simple algebra A such that £(A) is a well-ordered chain of type o>"-(-l.
Proof. Let A = wß. We define equivalence relations <b and 0, for each n^A on A by specifying their equivalence classes, as follows. The equivalence classes of <j> are {l, 2J, {o}, and {¿} for 2<£<.d. For each r¡ ^ A let the equivalence classes of 0, be {£ : £ < 1 +17} and U} forl-hj^<A Now with each equivalence relation ty on A such that \¡/ E {0* '■ V = A } we shall associate a unary operation -f on A. Obviously 0AS^', hence there is a least y ^A such that0T ¿^. Clearly y ¿¿0, and y is not a limit ordinal, so write 7 = 5 + 1. Thus 0j<^. Choose x, yEA such that x^y(0y) while x^y(\p), and choose u, vEA such that u=v(\p) and u^év(0¡). For each ¿£.4 let J* if « ■ t(0s), \y if « fi t(8,).
We assert that 0, is a congruence relation with respect to -*, for each rç^-d. This is obvious if y^r¡. Suppose that n<y, ti^t2(6v), and -fti^-ftiidi).
Then we have, say, -+h = x and -4,t2 = y. Consequently, u=ti(0¡) and u^t2(0¡); thus h^t2(0s). On the other hand, rj<7 implies that 0, = 0s and so /i = Í2(0«), and we have arrived at a contradiction.
Thus our assertion is true. It is also true that ^ is not a congruence with respect to -*. For, v(\p) .
Let the algebra A consist of the set A together with all the operations -* with \p an equivalence relation on A such that rp (£ {0, : n ^ A }. The congruence lattice of this algebra is, by the preceding two paragraphs, a well-ordered chain of type uß+l. A is not pseudo-simple. For, <bE {&v'-V =A }, so the operation -¿is defined and in the algebra A. Clearly 00<<t> and 0i %.d>-We defined -¿ by choosing x, yEA such that x=y(0i) while x^y(<f>), choosing u, vEA such that u=v(<p) and M=¡án(0o), and defining -4 as above for each tEA. Suppose/ is an isomorphism of .4/01 onto A. Choose a, bEA such that f(a/0i) = u and f(b/0i) = v. Since x=3>(0i) we-have *--♦#--rfia/eo = fi-*o/où -fi-jb/eù = -«/(a/*,)
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.3
The main problem left open by this note is as follows.
Problem. Characterize the notion of pseudo-simplicity intrinsically.
This note shows that £(A) is not the only intrinsic structure derived from A which needs to be considered to solve this problem. Among the other possibilities are the lattice of subalgebras and the number of argument places of the operations.
